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Present Mr. C. B. Gogoi, Sessions Judge, 

Sonitpur, Tezpur 

Misc.(Crl) Case No. 175/2021 & 176/2021 

O R D E R 

 

28-06-2021 

Seen petition No. 684/2021 filed u/s 439 of Cr.P.C. by Smti Junmoni 

Borah seeking bail for accused Mayur Baruah who was arrested on 25-05-

2021 in connection with Jamuguri P.S. Case No. 48/2021 corresponding to 

G.R. Case No. 955/2021 u/s 171(C)/325/34 of IPC subsequently added 

Section 302 of IPC. 

Also seen Petition No. 684(A)/2021 filed by one Sri Bibek Saikia 

seeking bail for accused Junak Saikia and Munna Nath who were also 

arrested on 25-05-2021 in connection with Jamuguri P.S. Case No. 48/2021 

corresponding to G.R. Case No. 955/2021 u/s 171(C)/325/34 of IPC 

subsequently added Section 302 of IPC. 

Since, both the bail applications have arisen out of the same police 

case hence, for the sack of convenience taken up together for disposal. 

I have heard both the learned lawyers appearing for both sides. 

Learned lawyer Sri Munin Baruah appearing for the State contended 

that the allegation against the accused persons were serious in nature being 

302 IPC and this court has earlier rejected the bail prayer, therefore, there is 

no question of consideration of the bail prayer of the accused persons within 

a short span of time without having any new cause of action. 

Learned counsel for the accused persons, however, contended that 

though the bail prayer of accused Mayur Baruah, Junak Saikia and Munna 

Nath was rejected by this Court but on different grounds. According to 

learned counsel for accused persons implicating the accused persons with 

the case is an afterthought as the FIR was lodged against unknown persons 

but subsequently the accused persons were falsely implicated on the basis of 

statement of the witnesses recorded by Magistrate u/s 164 Cr.P.C. which is 

also inconsistent and unworthy of credit. 
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As it appears from the contents of the FIR, two persons coming on a 

scooter in a breakneck speed allegedly hit the deceased Rahul Jain on his 

head with a rod and fled away, but, the post-mortem report of deceased 

reveals as many as nine injuries on the body of deceased and as per opinion 

of doctor death of deceased was caused as a result of head injury resulting 

from the impact of hard and blunt force and the injuries found are anti-

mortem in nature and about 7 to 10 days duration. Therefore, the learned 

counsel contended that the allegations made in the FIR do not tally with the 

injuries found by doctor in the post-mortem report. It is further contended 

that accused are totally innocent and they are implicated in the case only out 

political rivalry. 

Now on perusal of case diary, it appears that during investigation, 

police recorded the statement of three witnesses before Magistrate on 28-

04-2021 and two of them namely, Pobitra Das and Nilutpol Bhuyan stated 

that they have seen accused Munna Nath and Junak Saikia assaulted Rahul 

Jain with rod and fled away but witness Madhab Ozah stated that he had 

seen a bike coming in breakneck speed and assaulted Rahul Jain on his head 

with a rod by stopping him and fled away. But, accused were not named 

when the FIR was lodged on 25-03-2021. Moreover, it is also seen that 

incident in question took place at 9.30 PM on the road and it is doubtful 

whether the witnesses have in fact, seen the accused persons committing 

the crime and their presence on the spot also appears to be doubtful at that 

odd moment. 

While considering the bail application of accused Junak Saikia, Munna 

Nath and Mayur Saikia on 08-06-2021, this Court rejected the bail prayer of 

accused persons on the ground that investigation of the case was at initial 

stage then, and police yet to collect materials against the accused persons. 

Since then, the I.O. got sufficient time to collect further implicating materials 

against the accused persons but as it transpires from the case diary since 

28-05-2021 not a single evidence has been collected by I.O. against the 

accused persons showing their complicity with the alleged offence and no 

prayer has so far been made in Court seeking further time for making further 

investigation. It is seen that I.O. has given a full stop in the matter of 
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investigation on 28-05-2021 and not a single attempt has been made 

towards further investigation of the case. 

The fundamental fact is that allegations against the accused are no 

doubt committing murder of a person and in such cases court is normally 

slow in granting bail to the accused persons given the nature of allegations 

but, at the same time when court after scrutiny of the case diary finds that 

no credible materials have been collected against the accused by I.O. during 

investigation, the court must consider whether accused persons deserve to 

be released on bail or not. 

In the present case, as it appears from the case diary, the I.O., till 

today even failed to recover the alleged bike with which accused persons 

allegedly committed the offence of murder of deceased. So far no scientific 

evidence has been collected, no crime scene investigation was done which 

will indicate complicity of the present accused persons with the offence 

alleged. 

As it appears, the accused were arrested by police on the basis of a 

very weak evidence of witnesses which has been recorded in court on 28-04-

2021 whereas the incident occurred on 25-03-2021 after a lapse of more 

than one month. Therefore, the suspicion of afterthought in implicating the 

present accused persons in the alleged offence cannot be ruled out. 

Therefore, considering the materials in the case diary this court comes to 

unerring finding that the evidence/materials so far collected by I.O. does not 

justify detaining the accused persons in judicial custody anymore even 

though the allegations against them appears to be serious in nature. 

Grant or rejection of bail will always depends on the evidence 

collected by I.O. during investigation irrespective of allegations made against 

accused. In the present case, the incident in question took place during the 

peak campaign of recent Assembly election and the present accused persons 

being the members of rival political party false implication of the accused for 

political vendetta cannot be ruled out. 
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Therefore, taking note of all the factors into account all the three 

accused namely Mayur Baruah, Junak Saikia and Munna Nath are enlarged 

on bail of Rs. 30,000/- (Rupees Thirty Thousand) only each with one local 

surety of like amount each to the satisfaction of learned Elaka Magistrate 

I.D. Jail. 

Send back the case diary in seal cover. 

  Accordingly, both the Misc(Crl.) case stands disposed off together.  

 

 

  Sessions Judge 
Sonitpur, Tezpur 


